04 (Four) Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering and Technology (Autonomous) Professors have featured in the 2021-2022 World Ranking of Top 2% scientists created by Stanford University. In previous years, 01 Professor was featured in this list in 2019-2020 & 2020-2021.

1. Dr. P. Sudarsan Reddy (Dept. of Mathematics): **1201** [2021-22 Rank] [ Mechanical Engineering & Transport]

2. Dr. P. Sreedevi (Dept. of Mathematics): **2183** [2021-22 Rank] [ Mechanical Engineering & Transport]

3. Dr. Upendra Rajak (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering): **3778** [2021-22 Rank] [Energy]

4. Dr. B.C. Jamalaiah (Dept. of Physics): **6289** [2021-22 Rank] [Applied Physics]

The Management, Principal and faculty members appreciate and convey their congratulations for the above faculty members who have been listed in **top 2% Scientist list released by Stanford University, USA** on 10th October 2022.

All other faculty members are also informed to put their efforts and try to find the place in the Stanford listing in future.
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